Exquisite homes like these demand serious wood protection.

Natural Oil Wood Finishes
NATURALLY TOUGH OIL FINISH
A specialized professional wood finish, Timber Pro UV is used by many of the most
prestigious Log Home Builders, Cedar Home Manufacturers, and Timber Framers in North
America. Timber Pro UV is durable, easy to apply, and easy to maintain. Serious wood
lovers choose Timber Pro UV because it preserves the beauty and structural integrity of their
wood for years to come. Available in “Deck & Fence” formula or “Log & Siding” formula.

Preserve, Protect & Beautify:
• Log Homes
• Decks & Fences
• Wood Siding

UNIQUE AND PROGRESSIVE
This one-of-a-kind finish is made from 100% renewable plant oils, chemically modified into a
tough penetrating resin with high-tech mold and mildew inhibitors. It does not bake out of
the wood from sun exposure and it is non-flammable. It is one of very few finishes that is oilbased yet it cleans up easily with water. Timber Pro UV is so envirosafe it can even be applied
on interior wood surfaces. Also, it is so long-lasting it has become the product of choice for
the exterior of structures located in harsh climates such as ski and oceanfront resorts.

• Cedar Homes
• Cedar Shingles
• Shakes

Here are some of our beautiful transparent wood colors:

Oregon Cedar

Natural Gold

Redwood

Woodlands

Light Pine

Weathered Gray

Pinewood

Honey

(Colors shown are approximations. True color is determined by species, texture and porosity of wood.)

VISIT OUR WEBSITE AT: WWW.TIMBERPROCOATINGS.COM

(See reverse for more information)

Natural Oil Wood Finishes
· Oil Resin Based, Water Reducible - High grade plant oils (non-petroleum) are
modified into resin. The oil resin penetrates into the wood using water as a
carrier. The water in the formula evaporates as the oil resin dries and bonds
with the wood fibers. The first coat acts like a sealing primer, helping to lock in
the wood’s natural extractives.
· Non-Darkening - Timber Pro UV does not soften, darken, become sticky, or
bake out of the wood; consequently, it does not attract dirt, dust, or pollen.
· Easy to Apply - Timber Pro UV can be sprayed and back-brushed saving you
time and labor. Our finish cleans up easily with soap and water.
· Easy to Maintain - There is no need to strip or sand our finish before
applying maintenance coats. Periodic re-application of our Clear UV Top Coat
Finish for log and wood siding enables you to protect the color coats underneath,
maintaining the clarity of the finish rather than building up color and losing
transparency over the years.
· Environmentally Safe and Non-Flammable - Timber Pro UV uses water as a
carrier so there are no flammable solvents or thinners in our product. Our
V.O.C.'s (fumes) are low and our finish is environmentally safe and user friendly.
· Unseasoned Wood? No problem... - Timber Pro UV can penetrate fresh
wood containing as much as 20% moisture content. Our finish breathes so it
does not trap moisture in the wood when applied correctly. It also reduces
checking, warping, and cracking because the finish slows the seasoning process
of the wood.
· High-Tech UV Filters and Mildewcides - We use 3 types of UV filters in our
transparent stain: a UV reflector, absorber, and finely ground tints. They are the
highest-rated UV filters available. Our top rated fungicides which inhibit mold,
mildew and algae are also among the best in the industry.

To Contact Timber Pro Coatings (USA and Canada)):
Timber Pro Coatings (Canada)
Unit 130-6251 Graybar Road
Richmond, BC, Canada V6W 1H3
toll-free: 1-877-666-4244
tel: (604) 270-4244
canadainfo@timberprocoatings.com

Timber Pro Coatings (USA)
2232 E. Burnside Avenue
Portland, OR 97214
toll-free: 1-888-888-6095
tel: (503) 232-1705
usainfo@timberprocoatings.com

Your local distributor:

